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I. home, for a grey summer: mvmt I* 
II. 30” 
III. incomplete polyrhythms: 2/1** 
IV. incomplete polyrhythms: 3/3** 
V. 30” 
VI. home, for a grey summer: mvmt II* 
VII. home, for a grey summer: mvmt III* 

*aaron foster bresley 
**john eagle



home, for a grey summer was primarily 
composed during the summer of 2013 while i 

was living in massachusetts with my family. 
the piece focuses on the piano’s ability to 
create sympathetic vibrations, with each 

movement employing a different technique or 
style for doing so. it also features sawed 

pieces of paper and sine tones. an important 
aspect of the piece is the ability to hear the 
house i was living in. having my six siblings 

plus guest over for the summer meant there 
was always noise bleeding past the closed 

doors into the music room, whether it be the 
sounds of them walking, the dryer, or a call to 

dinner (all of which can be heard to some 
degree). This piece is dedicated to diana 

meakem, for all her help in writing it – whether 
knowingly or not – and for the runs.  

-afb, 2014

2. rhythm, here, is taken to be any time-based 
collection of units, where a unit may be 
represented by a sound or the absence of sound 
(a possibility being notes/rests).  

3. the piece looks at the distinction between the 
absence of sound and silence (another way to put 
it: the lack of distinction between a sound and its 
subsequent absence). 

4. the given being: the brain requires only aspects 
of the whole to complete the pattern with a simple 
enough structure (where is this threshold?).  

5. this recording of sections 2/1 and 3/3 most 
prominently employs two methods to challenge 
our conditioned temporal interpretation: speed in 
2/1 (slow tempo) and density of the field in 3/3 
(rhythmic noise). 

1. incomplete polyrhythms is a project which 
catalogs every ratio, within a specified range, and 
represents it in time/rhythm. 

-john eagle, 2014


